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Welcome to a very modest, stripped down issue of multilink. Thanks for stopping in
and having a look. This marks the end of a second year putting our little publication
together and a potential turning point for the project. It’s been a great journey so far.
Having started out with a very loose idea of what we were going to try and achieve,
there has been an abundance of rewards along the line. We’ve made new friends and
had the chance to communicate and collaborate with some of our favorite artists.
Multilink has never been about making money (and remains a completely nonprofit to this day). It has also never really been our intention to focus too hard on
trying to emulate what people might typically consider to constitute a magazine.
What it is about is creating a space for people (including ourselves) to showcase
work and ideas while at the same time giving access to any interested parties to
come, have a peep, find something they like, whatever. In this respect we feel it’s
been a real success and it wouldn’t have happened that way without all the generous
individuals who have contributed their time and effort to help us create each issue.
There’s been a lot of discussion of late regarding plans for the future with one
possible route being to scale down the PDF and publish an annual print edition,
something that you can hold and keep. Of the many possible paths ahead of us, one
thing we can guarantee is that our efforts will continue in one form or another. As the
last year has unfolded we’ve been slipping behind schedule with each issue and now

find ourselves with an unfinished magazine that we don’t quite feel is ready to see
the light of day. So, instead of a premature delivery we’re going to hold it back until
late January, make it the first issue of Vol:3 and take advantage of the opportunity to
get back on track. What exactly are you reading now then? Not wanting to leave you
hanging in the meantime, we’ve made this issue something a little different…
On the following pages you’ll get a chance to check in with some familiar faces
from previous issues, an opportunity to see what they’ve been up to in the interim.
This may look a little like us revisiting old friends in an effort to pull together an issue
at short notice, which is exactly what it is but I hope you won’t let that mar your
enjoyment of what’s inside. It is Christmas after all, you know you’re too busy to
concentrate on a full dose. See you in the new year.

Nice one: Ian Francis // Zach Johnsen // Rachel Whiting // Branislav Kropilak
Tom Simpson // Erik Skodvin // Tim Martin.
Contents: Branislav Kropilak (kropilak.com)

IAN FRANCIS

MIASMAH
I have a huge amount of respect for Erik Skodvin. Coming across Miasmah a few years
ago when my world was less internet oriented, was a real insight for me. It showed me
just how much potential there was to build yourself a platform online. Not only for
exposing your own work but to act as the basis of a network, to communicate with
other like minded individuals and lead to so many new friendships and collaborations.
The website has been a great source of inspiration and always felt to me like a
group of individuals marking out their own territory to work in. The old Miasmah, “an
internet collective of artists dedicated to the output of music in laidback forms” has
gracefully diminished over the last couple of years and now, in it’s place we have quite
a different beast. The site (and name) continue to represent an online label (with the
recent addition of physical CD releases alongside the free mp3 downloads) but now
you’ll also find equal emphasis on Erik’s design portfolio. The labels output has seen
something of a shift too, from the above mentioned ‘laidback forms’ to a far more
refined atmospheric / environmental flavour. The music retains it’s relaxed nature but

has matured into something with far greater depth and meaning. This change in mood
appears to be directly related to Erik’s own audio output as his previous work as xhale
has slid into the background while the Deaf Center and Svarte Greiner projects creep
forward in a similarly quiet but deadly manner.
I could ramble on for a while about my own interpretations of Miasmah’s ever
evolving forms. Although we interviewed Erik in our very first issue and more recently
did a page on Miasmahs transition to physical releases, there is still an element of
regret on my part that we never locked down a decent sized article exploring all it’s
various aspects in the detail they deserve. I hope any of you with an interest here will
check out the links provided and do some exploration of your own. In the meantime,
we’re going to show you some more recent examples of the very unique graphic style
Erik’s developed. If you like the various moods and tones this stuff suggests then rest
assured there’s plenty more to be found with a little exploration.

This was Deaf Centers second release
and first full length album ‘Pale Ravine’,
blending elements of both electronic
and classical music into something as
fantastic as it is timeless. The imagery
here is floating velvet carpets wrapped
around mystical natural environments
evoking a similar feeling of wilderness
as listening to the sounds packaged
within it.

Unused Cover Illustration for Sceen,
a new magazine covering various
forms of digital art from Demoscene
to netlabels, VJ’ing, etc.

Miasmah’s first physical CD release
is a compilation that sets the tone
and style for the label to come.
With a theme exploring the mystery
of forestial regions and the people
living among them (silva meaning
“the forest trees growing in a country
or region”, and being latin for forest ).
The graphics hint in the direction of
mythical creatures, people and treestructures. If you look closely you’ll
see the trees are made up of mountain
areas and forest overviews.

The Second CD release, Plexus II is an extended classical drone master work by
Frenchman Yann Encre. 40mins of string processing in a minimal fashion. It’s design
calls upon a victorian feeling, playing on the high contrast of silver and black to reflect
the light and dark tones fused together on the disc.

The third CD, Slumber Tides is the
debut album by Young brittish artist
Greg Haines. Music for sea-traveling,
gusty walks and winter skies. Inspired
by artists like Arvo Pärt, Ryan Teague
and William Basinski (amongst others),
Slumber Tides is a piece of Melancholic
modern classical styled drone music.
The cover is made by re-animating
scanned parts from several old books
creating the feeling of something
you could find on a old bookshelf.
The classically styled visual elements are
enhanced by the use of a gold pantone
giving it a bold physical presence.

www.miasmah.com
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Tim Martin and Steve Davis, the two heads behind Cactus Island have shown no signs
of waning since we first caught up with them in 2005. Back then they had already
delivered the first few titles in their always limited series of 3” mini CDs and we heard
from Tim about the various new projects they had in mind. Fast forward about a year
and a half and they’ve certainly delivered. Time for a little summary incase any of you
that are yet to get involved...
Verbose kicked off the 3” series with a varied 7 track ep in August of 2004. Next up
was Flotel with ‘Kelp’, an obtuse, grainy epic. Expanding records’ Vessel delivered the
very well received ‘South’ followed in November by Icelandic resident Frank Murder
with ‘Stödin’.
2005 kept up the pressure with ‘Perspect’ by Tims own musical alias; Maps &
Diagrams, followed in February by Sense with ‘smallthings’. The 3” series then took a
short hiatus while Weave dropped his debut full length album in June. The first 5” CD
since the initial Cactus comp back in 03, Weave’s ‘Of The Nature Tone’ was received
with much praise from fans and critics alike.
Returning to the 3” series, Stendec’s ‘Opaque’ was a chilled 4 track journey into
sound assembled with an almost clinical precision while Russian duo EU delivered the
dubby, offbeat ‘Nu)+(No’; melodic, micro glitch electronica with a real jazzy touch.
September saw ‘Pisike’ from Tammetıru and the wonderful ‘In Silence’ from Digitonal.
EU returned in December with ‘Colder’, a more experimental excursion that
maintained their solid, textural feel. The year was then wrapped up in fine fashion with
Ylid’s ‘Saccade’ and its abstract, glitched, processed guitar-based sound.
2006 started with another in-house release; ‘min˙’, this time from Steve’s alias
Broca. Following on in February was the crazy ‘Stonch’ from Nautilis while April saw a
personal favorite to date, the long overdue collection of tracks from Taro Peter Little
(who records as Sabi) with his ep ‘Nebulous Sights’.
After the success of Weaves’ album ‘Of The Nature Tone’, he made his mark on the
3” series in may 2006 with ‘Inbetween’, a spacious journey into live instrumentation
and laptop-based music.
Summer saw Soundhacker kicking the door in with ‘336 Hours Later’ and Quiroga
from italy dropped a summery funk bomb titled ‘Am I High?’ serving as a reminder that
despite these guys consistency, you’d be foolish to think you know what’s around the
next corner. Most recently, September brought Yvat with his ‘Cyma’ ep of dislocated
noises with Romanian origins and that brings us up to date.
Decembers release is Poborsk from France who’s ep of discorded sound and
metallic textures edges in an even more experimental direction. The new Cactus Island
compilation ‘Brittle Behaviour’ is back from the pressing plant and will be ready to ship
for a January release date. It includes many of the above along with some new names
on the island. Included are Quiroga, Isan, Digitonal, Weave, Yvat, Soundhacker,
Virculum, Tammetıru, Sabi, Vain Foam, Bichi, Slemper, Poborsk, Joel Tammik, Maps
and Diagrams and Malota.
Plans for the coming year bring continued 3” goodness from both Joel Tammik and
Bichi, with plenty more in the pipeline from Inch Time and other musically like minded
friends. 2007 should see a focus on full-length albums with Soundhackers LP nearly
completed and set for a new year release date while Yvat and Poborsk get set to
release albums in the near future too.
All in all, things remain pretty busy for Cactus Island and that’s certainly what we
like to see. Releasing music they respect from artists they admire while at the same
time maintaining a good mix of established artists and unheard of talent. Seems to be
a great recipe for keeping things fresh.

JOEL TAMMIK
STONCH
CACT025

www.cactusisland.net

Rachel Whiting

www.rachelwhiting.co.uk
www.myspace.com/Rachelwhiting

Twenty tracks of delicious sample
based hiphop from this talented
belgian duo.

www.merckrecords.com

I first saw Rup perform at Brighton’s
legendary, long-running open mic night;
Slip Jam B back in the late Ninetees.
Appearing on the small cramped stage
at the back of the tightly packed venue,
with his Born Again Heads crew, Rup
cut an incongruous figure. A slightly
portly, awkward, long-haired young
man with an uncomfortable stage
presence seemed squarely at odds
with his hip-hop surroundings. This
presence, however, as we were soon
to see, betrayed an enormously gifted
talent for rapping.
Star-struck and caught off guard
somewhat by such a unique display,
I clearly remember jostling through the
assembled throng to compliment him,
only to be met with a blank stare in
return. (I’ve since been told by many
a performer that trying to hold a
meaningful conversation with an artist
who has just come off stage aint a
good look!).
Fast forward 6 or so years and Rup’s
game has well and truly been stepped
up. A distinctive appearance on TM
Juke’s 2003 long player masterpiece
‘Maps From the Wilderness’ heralded
a bright future for this South London
youngster. This was followed quickly by
a well rounded and very well received
‘King Cnut’ EP on Hear Today Records
(finding support from everyone from
Rodney P & Skitz on BBC Radio 1xtra,
to Gilles Peterson, Mr Scruff and Jazzy
B) which, along with a series of killer
guest verses on a clutch of hard to find
records, served to solidify his growing
reputation as a burgeoning UK talent.
Musically, Rup is somewhat of a
contradiction. Placed somewhere
between the south side of the Thames,
and the true Wilderness, his metaphors
blend honest day-to-day routines in
SE5 with a refreshing zest for life
outside of our capital. He is content to
drop staple hip-hop braggadocio, albeit

with his own unique humourous twist –
but is equally at home in self-effacing
mood, candidly examining his regular
tendency for over-excess and
unorthodox lifestyle choice. And
then there is his obsession with
the Wilderness. This re-vitalising
fascination for the great outdoors is a
constant and pleasing thread, running
through all of his work. A welcome
break from UK hip-hop’s unwavering
and often tedious obsession with the
daily drudgery of life in this Country,
or the endless gangster posturing of
our U.S. counterparts.
This conflicting, somewhat
ambiguous approach to his music,
coupled with his undeniable and
straight up honesty, makes Rup a
pretty distinctive character. His output,
influenced by everyone from Wiley
and Juelz Santana to Pantera and
Sepultura, sits slightly outside of what
most would term traditional hip-hop,
but also defies traditional hip hop
fans to ignore it. And therein lies the
attraction of Rup. The all too canny
ability to flout traditional musical
pigeon holes and spread his off-key
original word far and wide.
2007 sees Rup’s album ‘Rup On
Zebra’ released on Zebra Traffic
Records (hip hop offshoot to Tru
Thoughts). He also appears on the
forthcoming Dirty Diggers album ‘The
Pleasure Is All Mine’ and the TM Juke
‘Skin’ remix 12” with long time Danish
compadre and borderline neo-futuresoul-jazz-pop genius Naim. Catch him
live to take in the true Rup experience
at Brighton’s Beer & Rap Album Launch
Party on Friday February 16th – more
live dates and info at…

www.myspace.com/rupthecnut
www.myspace.com/zebratrafficrecords
www.zebratraffic.co.uk

www.zenvironments.com

EXAMPLES OF TWLELVES
‘The way things were’
IALP001 (Limited Vinyl Only)
CD Released early 2007

PLUMSTEAD RADICAL CLUB
‘The coast is clear’
IALP002 (Limited Vinyl Only)
CD Released early 2007

www.impossiblearkrecords.co.uk

